1. INTERIOR WALL FINISH AS SPECIFIED
2. REINFORCED CONCRETE CORE
3. QUAD-LOCK REGULAR 2.25" PANEL
4. QUAD-LOCK TIE (6" BLUE SHOWN)
5. EXTERIOR WALL FINISH AS SPECIFIED
6. VERTICAL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED
7. HORIZONTAL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED
8. STIRRUPS & LINTEL REINFORCEMENT AS SPECIFIED
9. PRESSURE TREATED INTERNAL WOOD BUCK FOR INSET WINDOW ATTACHMENT FASTENED TO CONCRETE VIA CAST IN PLACE SCREWS ON CONTACT SIDE
10. WINDOW FLASHING MEMBRANE
11. METAL FLASHING
12. CAULKING
13. GLAZING
14. WINDOW FRAME BY OTHERS - FASTEN TO WOOD SPACER AS SHOWN
15. WOOD SPACER (LINER)
16. BLOCKING
17. SILL BUCK IS FORMED WITH 2 - 2x4'S ON EDGE TO ALLOW FOR CONCRETE MIX POUR